Single-shot absorption measurements have been performed using the multi-keV X-rays generated by a laser wakefield accelerator. A 200 TW laser was used to drive a laser wakefield accelerator in a mode which produced broadband electron beams with a maximum energy above 1 GeV and a broad divergence of ≈ 15 miliradians FWHM. Betatron oscillations of these electrons generated 1.2 ± 0.2 × 10 6 photons/eV in the 5 keV region, with a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 300:1.This was sufficient to allow high-resolution XANES measurements at the K-edge of a titanium sample in a single shot. We demonstrate that this source is capable of single-shot, simultaneous measurements of both the electron and ion distributions in matter heated to eV temperatures by comparison with DFT simulations. The unique combination of a high-flux, large bandwidth, few femtosecond duration X-ray pulse synchronised to a high-power laser will enable key advances in the study of ultra-fast energetic processes such as electron-ion equilibration. The extreme conditions present in high-energy-density (HED) matter make it notoriously difficult to study experimentally in the laboratory [1]. X-ray probing is required to investigate the dense interiors of any samples and any measurements must be made in an ultrashort time frame due to its transient nature and ultrafast dynamics. Because of these difficulties many HED properties remain uncertain and are an on-going topic of research. This includes equilibration rates [2] , opacities [3, 4] , equations-of-state [5] and effects such as continuum lowering [6, 7] or non-thermal melting [8] . Understanding these properties is important, for example, for direct and indirect drive fusion experiments [9, 10] as well as understanding the internal structure and evolution of large astrophysical objects [11] , including that of Earth itself [12, 13] . X-ray scattering techniques have been successful in gaining information [14] , but provide limited access to the ion temperature and structure. The cross-sections for Xray scattering are also quite low, requiring an especially high brightness source such as an X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) facility.
The extreme conditions present in high-energy-density (HED) matter make it notoriously difficult to study experimentally in the laboratory [1] . X-ray probing is required to investigate the dense interiors of any samples and any measurements must be made in an ultrashort time frame due to its transient nature and ultrafast dynamics. Because of these difficulties many HED properties remain uncertain and are an on-going topic of research. This includes equilibration rates [2] , opacities [3, 4] , equations-of-state [5] and effects such as continuum lowering [6, 7] or non-thermal melting [8] . Understanding these properties is important, for example, for direct and indirect drive fusion experiments [9, 10] as well as understanding the internal structure and evolution of large astrophysical objects [11] , including that of Earth itself [12, 13] . X-ray scattering techniques have been successful in gaining information [14] , but provide limited access to the ion temperature and structure. The cross-sections for Xray scattering are also quite low, requiring an especially high brightness source such as an X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) facility.
X-ray absorption measurements can be used to understand both electron and ion dynamics on an atomic scale. For example the absorption techniques of XANES (X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure) and EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) provide simultaneous measurements of the temperature and structure of the electrons and ions in a sample, as well as the ionisation state and more [15, 16] . The ability to perform X-ray absorption measurements on an ultrafast timescale would enable a significant increase in the fundamental properties that can be derived from experiments involving HED samples, and other ultrafast phenomena. However, for HED experiments, single-shot measurements are crucial as many of the samples require a large amount of drive energy, making high repetition rates problematic. It is also vital that multi-keV energies are available so that the inner shells of moderate-to-high Z elements can be probed. Thus, for ultrafast X-ray absorption spectroscopy of HED samples to produce valuable and reliable data, a high-brightness smooth broadband spectrum X-ray probe in the multi-keV region is required. The National Ignition Facility and the Omega Laser Facility have both been developing EXAFS diagnostics in the multi-keV regime [17, 18] . These sources however require 100's of joules of backlighter energy, and are over 100 picoseconds in duration. In general, synchrotron facilities lack the required ultrashort pulse duration, and laser-plasma based approaches suffer additionally from low brightness and relatively noisy spectra [19] . XFELs have the required flux and pulse duration, but are monochromatic in nature. Increased bandwidth techniques are be- ing investigated [20] , however they lack a smooth broadband spectrum, making absorption measurements difficult.
A viable solution is to perform X-ray absorption measurements using a laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA). These sources provide bright bursts of broadband X-rays on the femtosecond time-scale [21] , and their application in HED science has become an active research field. To date however the source flux has required absorption spectra to be integrated over many shots, or the photon energy range has been limited to lower energies (keV or less) [22] [23] [24] . In this Letter we present the first single-shot multi-keV XANES measurement using the ultrashort X-rays from a LWFA source.
The experiment was conducted using the Gemini Laser at the Central Laser Facility (U.K.). An overview of the experiment setup can be seen in Fig. 1 (a) [25] . The drive laser (800 nm) was focused using an f/40 geometry into a gas cell. Each laser pulse (provided at 0.05 Hz) had a duration of 47±5 fs and contained 9±0.3 J. These pulses were focused to a spot of 50 ± 2 µm × 43 ± 1 µm FWHM, with the central FWHM containing 43 ± 2% of the energy.
This provided an on-target intensity of 4.9 ± 0.6 × 10 18 W/cm 2 and an average laser strength parameter of a 0 ≈ 1.5. As the laser pulse traveled through the gas, it drove an LWFA [26] , where the electrons liberated from the atoms were expelled by the ponderomotive force of the laser, creating an ion cavity in its wake. The strong electric field inside the cavity can subsequently accelerate electrons to gigaelectronvolt energies in just a few centimetres [27, 28] . Our LWFA operated using a two-stage gas cell [29] [30] . The first stage (3 mm long)
was filled with a 98% He + 2% N 2 gas mix, and the second stage (19.6 mm long) was filled with He. Electrons were injected in the first stage using ionization injection [31, 32] . The second stage provided the acceleration of the electrons. While in the back of the ion cavity the electrons perform betatron oscillations around the laser axis, producing high energy Xrays [33, 34] . The on-axis intensity spectrum is synchrotron-like and characterised by the critical energy E crit and is given by
is a modified Bessel function of order 2/3. The X-ray pulse emission is of similiar duration to that of the electron bunch which is typically on the order of 10 femtoseconds [35] . The emission is also directed in a tight cone along the propagation axis, with a divergence of 20 mrad FWHM.
After the X-rays exit the accelerator, a replenishable tape drive was used to dump the remaining laser energy, and a high strength magnet (≈ 0.8 T, 10 cm) was used as an electron energy spectrometer. Two example electron spectra can be seen in Fig. 1 (b) . The X-ray spectrum was measured using the reflection from a crystal or directly imaged through a set of metallic filters [34] . An example image from a region of the direct CCD can be seen in Fig. 1 (c) . The crystal reflection was used to make high resolution spectral measurements of the X-rays over a range of ≈ 80 eV. A 100 µm thick HAPG (Highly Annealed Pyrolytic Graphite) crystal with ≈ 0.1
• mosaic spread was used, providing high detection efficiency through 1-to-1 mosaic focusing, while maintaining the required spectral resolution [36] . The source to crystal (and crystal to detector) distance was 41 ± 1 cm. Ray-tracing simulations estimate the instrument function of this spectrometer to have a width of ≈ 2.2 eV, consistent with the estimates of Zastrau et al. [37] . A 10 µm thick titanium sample strip was placed in front of the CCD to record absorption features around its K-edge (4966 eV).
For plasma densities of n e = 1.2 × 10 18 cm −3 and n e = 2.3 × 10 18 cm −3 in the first and second cell stages respectively, electron beams with a maximum energy at 1.2 GeV and a divergence of 1 mrad were observed on the magnetic spectrometer (see Fig. 1 
(b) top).
However, we found that we were able to generate ten times more X-ray flux by increasing the plasma density to 2.6 × 10 18 cm −3 in both stages. At this density, the observed electron beam had a lower maximum energy, but a greater total charge and transverse momentum (see Fig. 1 (b) bottom). This also increased the X-ray divergence to ≈ 15 mrad FWHM, which allowed access to a wider spectral measurement using the crystal reflection (as the Bragg condition was satisfied for a wider range of incident angles). For the high flux shots the direct filter pack measured a mean critical energy of E crit = 9.9 ± 1.5 keV (further details in the supplemental material), and the entire beam contained 7.2 ± 2.8 × 10 5 photons/eV at 5 keV, comparable in flux to previous measurements at the Gemini facility [30, 38] . The shot-to-shot standard deviation here is combined with the systematic errors in quadrature.
A single-shot image from the crystal spectrometer can be seen in Fig. 1 (d) . It has been background corrected, and the spatial variations in the signal due to the mosaic crystal structure have been folded out (see the supplemental material for further details). The horizontal axis corresponds to the X-ray energy, while the vertical axis provides spatial information perpendicular to the dispersion direction. The shadow of the titanium sample foil along the central region provides the absorption profile around the inner K-shell, whereas the direct signal either side measures the X-ray yield and smoothness.
In the direct signal region for the brightest shot, we measure 1.2 ± 0.2 × 10 6 photons/eV.
Assuming a Poisson distribution, the random statistical noise should be N ph where N ph is number of photons, i.e we should have a signal-to-noise level of ≈ 1100:1 per eV. Our direct signal exhibits a signal-to-noise of 300:1 (given by the standard deviation in the photon yield per eV, 0.34% of the signal level). One of the main contributions to the noise comes from an underlying background that is combined with the X-ray signal from the crystal reflection. This noise is present even on shots where the X-ray crystal (but not the CCD) was removed from the beamline, indicating that the source is not inherent to the measurement.
The background is seen to scale linearly with the total charge of the electron beam (see supplemental material). Single-hit photon analysis of low-charge shots also suggest that the CCD hits are from a broad spectra of hard X-rays and occasional high energy particle hits. This is consistent with the accelerated electrons interacting with the target chamber and creating secondary particles which produce the background noise. The measured standard deviation noise on an X-ray shot (with the crystal in place) is found to be on average 12%
higher than that of a background shot (without the crystal). Assuming the noise sources add in quadrature, this suggests the statistical noise inherent in the betatron signal is less than half of the electron-beam produced background noise.
Importantly, it should therefore be possible to significantly reduce the background with improved shielding and appropriate electron beam dumping.
An averaged lineout is taken across the spatial width of the titanium sample. Fig. 2 de- picts the measured absorption profile for a single shot (solid black). It is compared alongside reference data for titanium taken previously at a synchrotron facility [39] (dotted red). To facilitate the comparison we have used a standard XANES/EXAFS procedure for normalising the absorption profile [40] . A polynomial µ 0 (E) is fitted to the signal before the K-edge, and another µ 1 (E) to after the edge. We subtract the previous from the absorption profile µ(E), then divide by µ 1 (E), to give the normalised absorption profile χ(E) =
This has the added benefit of not requiring a direct spectrum (no sample absorption) to be measured, as long as the signal is relatively smooth and stable (a key strength of the betatron radiation from the LWFA). The reference data, which already has an inherent instrument width, has had a 2 eV FWHM instrument function applied (to match our detector resolution).
The single-shot measurement provides a clear match to the rising slope structure (< 4970 eV) as well as emulating the pre-edge feature at 4967 eV. This pre-edge feature is a set of forbidden transitions into the 3d shell, allowed by 3d-4p mixing, and provides information about the bonding properties of the sample [16] . The underlying slope of the edge corresponds to density of free states, and provides the temperature of the electron distribution (room temperature here).
To examine the profile, we fit various structures to the different aspects of its shape. First we fit a sigmoid function to replicate the Fermi distribution of the electrons. 1 − f (E) = A/(1 + e (E−E 0 )/C ), where E 0 is the photon energy at the midpoint, A is the magnitude, and C dictates the width of the distribution. The value of C is proportional to the temperature kT , having to account for the broadening due to the instrument function of the spectrometer. Any increase in the electron temperature will further broaden this function. After subtracting this sigmoid fit, we are left with a "flattened" profile (see supplemental information for a depiction). We fit a double gaussian to the two pre-edge forbidden transitions, and a polynomial to the oscillatory component of the XANES interference features which exist after the edge. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the double gaussian fit after the sigmoid subtraction.
These fit components are recombined and an error bar equal to the standard error of the fit combined with the error in the crystal reflectivity is added. See Fig. 2 , dashed blue line and grey shaded areas respectively. This fitting procedure allows us to quantify how well our data agrees with the reference data.
Over eleven single shots we managed to fit to the edge position with a standard error of 0.17 eV. The standard deviation in the position of the foot (10% value) before the preedge features is 0.28 eV. Assuming a Fermi distribution of the electrons this would allow a change in electron temperature of ≈ 0.4 eV to be resolvable. The amplitude of the pre-edge gaussians have an 18% error. In summary, on a single-shot measurement we are capable of quantitatively resolving electronic structure information and electron temperature with sub-eV accuracy.
The post edge modulations in the profile also contain valuable information regarding the ion component of the sample. It has been estimated that a signal-to-noise of 1000:1 is required to make a high quality EXAFS measurements of the ion peak beyond the edge, with good statistics [41] . In an effort to emulate an improved signal-to-noise ratio for our data, we perform the same analysis over an integration of 11 shots. The inset of Fig. 2 depicts the measured absorption profile (solid black), our resulting fit (blue dashed) with shaded error bars, and the synchrotron reference data (red dotted) [39] . The magnitude of the error in the signal region after the edge have been reduced by a factor of two. From the noise discussion before it was seen that the background noise present in our data contributes at least twice that of the X-ray signal from the crystal reflection. Therefore, signal-to-noise similar to the integrated shots should be achieved (or bettered) for a single-shot with an improved electron beam dump and detector shielding. The contrast in the absorption profile can also be improved by a factor of two by choosing an optimal sample thickness (1/e absorption depth). From comparison to a range of density functional theory (DFT) simulations at different ion temperatures, the resolution achieved in the post-edge modulation structure should be sufficient to see a change of ≈ 0.5 eV in ion temperature (via the "flattening" of the modulation structure). This is extremely valuable information, especially in tandem with the electron temperature accessed via the absorption edge slope.
With that in mind, we discuss the possibility of investigating a non-equilibrated HED sample. Fig. 3 depicts DFT results for titanium using GPAW [42] . A 3 eV instrument function is applied to (conservatively) emulate experimental measurements. The normalised absorption profile is given for three scenarios; a cold foil (solid blue), a foil in a non-equilibrated situation with T e = 1 eV and cold ions (dashed black), and finally a foil with T e = T i = 1 eV (dotted red). The effect on the pre-edge profile due to the increase in electron temperature can be clearly seen in the latter two cases with a 1.5 eV shift in the position of the foot. This is highlighted in Fig. 3 with the A marker and the zoomed inset. Our single-shot data is more than capable of resolving such a change in the profile. The loss of the post-edge modulations is only evident in the final case (highlighted by B), when the ion temperature is increased and the radial distribution function flattens. For any single measured absorption profile it would be possible to independently deduce the electronic and ionic structure and temperature using these independent shifts in the absorption structure. This would for example allow the electron-ion equilibration rate to be directly diagnosed, a highly sought after measurement [2] .
In conclusion, we have made single-shot multi-keV measurements of the electronic structure near the K-edge of titanium using an ultrashort pulse of X-rays from an LWFA source.
This provides not only the electron temperature distribution via the slope but information on any additionally supported pre-edge transitions. With improved experimental setup one should be able to access the ion component further from the absorption edge and make ultrafast single-shot EXAFS measurements of mid-to-high Z elements. This will allow the simultaneous measurement of the electronic and ionic temperature and structure. With more high-intensity lasers coming online around the world that can generate the required LWFA X-ray source, especially in tandem with sample drivers such as XFELs or high-energy laser systems, X-ray absorption spectroscopy offers great capabilities in making ultrafast measurements of many fundamental processes in HED science. Commercial and industrial applications of multi-keV absorption also become feasible. The ultrafast phase-changes that can be measured via the XANES and EXAFS structures are important for example in battery [43] and memory storage [44] studies. Single-shot measurements would increase the efficiency of such studies and the femtosecond pulse length would resolve the phase dynamics further. In this Supplemental Material we present technical details related to the data processing of the X-ray diagnostics in the main text.
DIRECT FILTER PACK MEASUREMENTS OF THE X-RAY SPECTRUM
As the X-ray transmission through each filter element is spectrally dependent, a synchrotron spectrum can be fitted to the relative transmission through all the elements. We vary the critical energy E crit of the spectrum to minimise the sum of the squared differences have an unreliable thickness across the segment and was hence not used for the spectral retrieval.
CORRECTING FOR VARIABLE CRYSTAL REFLECTIVITY
An example raw single-shot image from the crystal spectrometer can be seen in Fig. 1 (a). The horizontal axis provides spatial information, while the X-ray photons are spectrally spread along the vertical axis. Lighter colours indicates higher signal. The shadow of the titanium sample can clearly be seen in the center of the image. The cut in absorption due to the K-edge is also highlighted. Although the signal is apparent, it varies in intensity across the image. The majority of this variation is not inherent in the X-ray source emission, but is an artifact of the reflection from the mosaic crystal surface (and is repeated on every shot). It is possible to measure this crystal structure directly (without any sample in place), but this was not performed on this campaign. In order to correct for the signal variation during our experiment, measurements were taken at two different crystal angle positions.
By changing the crystal angle and keeping the CCD constant, the spectral spread of the detector does not change, but the relative location of the signal shifts. Fig. 1 (b) respectively. The position of the K-edge feature remains fixed, but the structure of the signal shifts vertically. A 2D map is fitted to the signal structure before the K-edge in Fig. 1 (b) (indicated by the solid red box), and this map is used in Fig. 1 (c) to estimate the original signal structure, before absorption, for photon energies above the K-edge. The position and relative intensity of this correction map is set by the reference areas either side of the sample (indicated by the dashed white lines). A signal variation corrected image can be seen in Fig. 1 (d) . The relative error between the two signals in the known reference regions is ≈ 1%, and this is assumed to be the same in the absorption measurement areas.
BACKGROUND NOISE
We assess the background level on the crystal spectrometer by summing the CCD counts on shots where the crystal is moved out of the direct path of the X-ray beam, and hence no signal is being reflected towards the detector. For each of these shots we also sum the total electron charge simultaneously detected on the electron spectrometer. Fig. 2 (a) depicts a linear correlation for the number of CCD counts as a function of electron charge.
In an attempt to further characterise this background signal we perform a single-hit cluster analysis of the individual CCD strikes on shots with a low enough level of flux (thus avoiding strike pile-up). Less than 3% of CCD pixels registered a value above threshold for all shots used in the single-hit analysis. A cluster combining algorithm was used to calculate the total freed energy for each individual identifiable strike on the CCD. Fig. 2 (b) depicts the number of strikes as a function of total contained energy in each cluster. For the shots depicted, various plasma densities and laser energies were used, corresponding to varying levels of electron charge being generated from the LWFA. Shot 26 in the blue has no detectable electron charge driven, and represents the dark current of the CCD. All shots apart from 26 show a broadband spectra of cluster energies tailing out to 30 keV (which is also where the quantum efficiency of the CCD falls off).
These results indicate that in the current configuration the background noise is being produced by the accelerated electrons interacting with the target chamber and creating secondary noise sources. Importantly, it should therefore be possible to significantly reduce the background with improved shielding and appropriate electron beam dumping, away from the CCD.
X-RAY ABSORPTION PROFILE FITTING PROCEDURE
To examine the normalised absorption profile, we fit various structures to the different aspects of its shape. First we fit a sigmoid function to replicate the Fermi function for the electron distribution. See Fig. 3 (a) for an example. 1 − f (E) = A/(1 + e (E−E 0 )/C ), where E 0 is the photon energy at the midpoint, A is the magnitude, and C dictates the width of the distribution. The value of C is proportional to the temperature kT , having to account for the broadening due to the instrument function of the spectrometer. A least-squares fit was used to match the slope above the pre-edge feature (E > 4973 eV), while E 0 and C are varied. The fitted sigmoid C value agreed with that of a 0.025 eV room temperature measurement (within the error bar on the instrument function of ±0.2 eV). Any increase in the electron temperature will broaden this function with an increase in the value of C. After subtracting this sigmoid fit, we are left with a "flattened" profile. See Fig. 3 (b) . We fit a double gaussian to the two pre-edge forbidden transitions (4962 eV < E < 4973 eV, shown features (E > 4975 eV, shown by dashed magenta). These fit components are recombined and an error bar equal to the standard error of the fit combined in quadrature with the error in the crystal reflectivity is added. See the main text for further discussion. 
